
THREE EASY STEPS to wirelessly Connext your cockpit with the 
Garmin Pilot™ app:
STEP 1:  
First, install the Garmin Pilot app onto your phone or tablet. If you 
want to try before you buy, a complimentary subscription is included. 
(See offer card enclosed with your Flight Stream product packaging.)
STEP 2:  
Power on your aircraft, then go to Settings on your phone or tablet to 
pair it, via Bluetooth®, with your Flight Stream series wireless product. 
If your Flight Stream model 210 is not connected to an 
in-cockpit display, it will go into pairing mode one minute 
after power up. This may require a wee bit of patience on your part.
STEP 3:  
In the Garmin Pilot app, select the Connext page from the Home 
menu; then select your Flight Stream to verify that you have a good 
connection. If not, follow the instructions listed there. After initial 
connection, the system will automatically pair with your device 
when you enter the aircraft2.

Flight Stream
Garmin Connext™ takes advantage of the wireless capabilities already built into many phones and tablets, allowing access and 
sharing of information between those devices and your Connext-capable cockpit avionics. Some of these capabilities1 include 
transferring flight plans, using GPS and AHRS information, viewing ADS-B traffic and weather, and more. Here’s how to set up your 
phone or tablet with the Garmin Pilot™ app, so you can take advantage of these new wireless features:

ALL SET? LET THE FUN BEGIN: 
Now Garmin Pilot will be receiving1 

both attitude and GPS information 
from your onboard navigation system; providing a highly 
accurate location on the map and 3-D synthetic vision 
capabilities. You can also use Garmin Pilot to transfer 
flight plans from your navigator – or, conversely, load 
flight plans into your navigator from your phone or 
tablet. And you can even use the Connext link to view 
traffic and/or weather information, streamed from your 
avionics to your mobile device1. For more information 
on what Connext technology can do for you, check out 
garmin.com/connext    
 
1Capabilities such as position, attitude, weather, traffic, and flight plan transfer are 
limited to the hardware installed in the aircraft. Visit Garmin.com/Connext for details. 
2We suggest you tuck this card away somewhere safe, in case it’s needed to help 
pair your next device.
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